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Abstract: Mobile videos contain a large amount of data, where the information interesting to the
user can either be discrete or distributed. This paper introduces a method for fusing 3D geographic
information systems (GIS) and video image textures. For the dynamic fusion of video in 3DGIS
where the position and pose angle of the filming device change moment by moment, it integrates
GIS 3D visualization, pose resolution and motion interpolation, and proposes a projection texture
mapping method for constructing a dynamic depth camera to achieve dynamic fusion. In this paper,
the accuracy and time efficiency of different systems of gradient descent and complementary filtering
algorithms are analyzed mainly by quantitative analysis method, and the effect of dynamic fusion
is analyzed by the playback delay and rendering frame rate of video on 3DGIS as indicators. The
experimental results show that the gradient descent method under the Aerial Attitude Reference
System (AHRS) is more suitable for the solution of smartphone attitude, and can control the root
mean square error of attitude solution within 2◦; the delay of video playback on 3DGIS is within
29 ms, and the rendering frame rate is 34.9 fps, which meets the requirements of the minimum
resolution of human eyes.

Keywords: virtual–real fusion; video GIS; smartphone video; 3D GIS; dynamic fusion

1. Introduction

In the study of virtual–real fusion technology, 3D video fusion methods fusing virtual
3D GIS scenes and real video data to improve immersive visual experience have emerged
due to the massive popularity of camera equipment and the booming 3DGIS industry [1–5].
Three-dimensional video fusion methods fuse video real-time registration into 3D virtual
scenes [6] given the contextual information between videos [7] and create viewing scenes
that conform to human cognitive habits [8], eliminating the “information noise” caused by
obtaining multiple video information in a table or tree structure [9] and enabling immersive
access to objects and semantic information within the video [10,11].

In recent years, the popularity of mobile filming devices with positioning function
such as smartphones, drones and car cameras of the smart driving, and the rise of some
short video software have generated many videos with mobile attributes. Because of their
mobility, such videos contain richer object and semantic information. However, traditional
fusion methods can only fuse videos with fixed positions and perspectives, which cannot
meet the urgent demand for dynamic fusion of mobile videos in today’s era. Achieving
the fusion of mobile video with 3D GIS scenes complements the absence of mobile video
sources in previous fusion, and theoretically realizes the fusion of all videos, which is of
great practical significance in many fields such as ensuring public safety, improving the
utilization of social and natural resources, and preventing natural and non-natural disasters.

In the study of 3D video fusion technology, researchers usually divide the fusion
methods into two categories according to the different focus of fusion: augmented reality
class with GIS-enhanced video [12] and augmented virtual class with video-enhanced
GIS [13–16]. The augmented reality class with GIS-enhanced video often uses the video-
labeled map approach [17–20] for fusion. This method combines video points with maps to
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enable querying and guiding of videos from different locations [21]. However, video and
video, and video and geographic scenes are still displayed separately without changes in
location and perspective, and are not suitable for dynamic fusion.

The augmented virtual class with video-enhanced GIS also contains video image
panoramic stitching methods, video and 3D scene overlay methods, and video and 3D
scene fusion methods [22]. The video image stitching method [23] uses a spherical fixed
virtual model to stitch the video streams in a panoramic view, but the viewpoint is only
limited to the vicinity of the shooting viewpoint. Although both video overlay and fusion
to 3D scenes methods [7,12,24] can meet the requirements of rendering when the viewpoint
position and perspective change moment by moment, the video overlay method only
allows the user to view the results of dynamic fusion on the transfer path of the camera
viewpoint, and the fusion effect is not ideal. The video and 3D scene fusion method [13]
registers the textures of the video images on the 3D model in real time, allowing roaming
viewing at any location [6,25].

The advantages of video and 3D scene fusion methods have led researchers to contin-
uously optimize the method. The authors of literature [26] first proposed a video image-
based fusion technique to meet the requirements of virtual model accuracy in the process
of virtual–real fusion and overcome the problem of depth mismatch brought by the video
projection itself. The authors of literature [27] proposed a method based on multi-threading
technology and quad-tree indexing video scheduling to achieve efficient scheduling and
display of video images in large-scale 3D scenes. The authors of literature [28] designed
an algorithm to solve the phenomenon of occlusion penetration generated by insufficient
image depth information. The authors of literature [29] proposed a topology network-
based method for fusing multi-channel video with 3DGIS scenes, which does not require
traversing each object in the field of view in turn to determine whether to reject the object.
The authors of literature [30] studied the method of linkage video projection of virtual and
real scenes for PTZ (Pan/Tilt/Zoom) equipment, which improves the display performance
of multi-channel video integration in 3D scenes to a certain extent. The previous studies
focused on the integration of fixed-angle surveillance video with 3DGIS, ignoring mobile
video sources.

In this paper, we combine the advantages of video and 3D scene fusion methods with
the pose solving system [31] and GPS positioning system. For the problem of dynamic
fusion of video in 3DGIS scene with momentary changes in viewpoint position and shooting
device pose angle, taking cell phone video as an example, we use gradient descent method
to solve the pose of cell phone when shooting video according to its MEMS sensor, obtain
GPS position information of cell phone, use motion interpolation method to conduct
temporal correspondence between video frame and cell phone position pose, and then
propose a method to build dynamic depth camera projection texture mapping method,
dynamically calculate the mapping relationship between video texture and 3D scene model
texture, and realize the dynamic fusion of mobile video, which can be viewed in any
position of 3DGIS roaming. The fusion flow chart is shown in Figure 1.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Technology and Method in Data Preparation Stage
2.1.1. GIS 3D Visualization

3DGIS is established for fixing the essential defect of 2DGIS losing the amount of spa-
tial information (especially elevation information and 3D topological spatial information),
and attempts to understand and express the real-world features, geographic phenomena
and their spatial relationships directly from the perspective of 3D space. WebGL (Web
Graphics Library) provides a rich variety of 3D model API [32], and STK [33] introduced
Cesium based on the research and development of WebGL. Cesium supports direct draw-
ing of 3D models using gltf, glb, and 3Dtiles files, and also allows the use of the Cesium
Lab tool to convert common 3D model data into 3Dtiles format by processing slices in
a tree structure using the Cesium Lab tool. The path of the organization file (json file)
of 3Dtiles data is stored in the created Cesium3DTileset object, drawn and added in the
created scene 3D scene using primitive API. The specific process is shown in Figure 2, and
the visualization of 3DGIS scene can be realized.
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2.1.2. Attitude Algorithm

Attitude solving for smartphones is to solve the attitude of the phone at the moment of
shooting based on the output data of accelerometer, magnetometer, and gyroscope to obtain
the yaw, pitch, and roll angles of the phone when shooting video. Commonly used pose
solving methods are complementary filtering algorithm, extended Kalman filtering, and
gradient descent algorithm [34–37]. The gradient descent method uses quaternion to solve
the attitude. In the quaternion formulation of the attitude transformation, the transforma-
tion of the navigation coordinate system to the carrier coordinate system is achieved by a
single rotation of α angle around a vector u defined in the reference coordinate system [38].
Based on the principle of attitude transformation, the mathematical formulation of the
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rotation of the vector v from the M-system (model coordinate system) to the N-system
(navigation coordinate system) using quaternion is implemented as shown in Equation (1),

Nv = M
N Qt ⊗ Mv ⊗ M

N Qt
∗
, (1)

where Mv denotes the vector in the M-system, Nv denotes the vector in the N-system, M
N Qt

denotes the quaternion of the rotation of the M-system with respect to the N-system at time
t, and M

N Qt
∗ denotes the conjugate hyper-complex of M

N Qt.
The gyroscope has integration error due to zero-point drift noise and other effects.

The accelerometer has poor high frequency performance and poor accuracy in high-speed
motion. Therefore, literature [34] used accelerometer and magnetometer to construct the
error equation and Jacobi equation and employed the gradient descent method to detect the
gradient quaternion Q∇,t, converge with the gyroscopic quaternion M

N Qw,t at the same speed
and fuse linearly to solve the optimal rotational quaternion M

N Qt, as shown in Equation (2),
where εt is the weight of linear fusion of two rotating quaternions at moment t:

M
N Qt = εt

M
N Q∇,t + (1− εt)

M
N Qw,t 0 ≤ εt ≤ 1. (2)

The gradient descent method is applied to the heading attitude reference system
(AHRS) and the inertial measurement unit (IMU). AHRS has one more magnetometer data
than IMU, which can achieve the effect of bias correction. However, if the magnetometer
data is not accurate enough, the correction will cause more deviation instead. The corrective
effect of the magnetometer will be discussed in detail in the experimental results.

2.1.3. Interpolation of Spatio-Temporal Trajectories Based on Cubic Polynomials

The sampling frequency of MARG (magnetic, angular rate and gravity) sensor and
GPS sensor is approximately 20–25 times/second, while the frame rate of video image is
27.9 frames per second. In order to position the pose of video frames and to meet the local
time system of video playback and the global time system of cell phone when the position
pose changes, it is necessary to interpolate the geodetic coordinate data of GPS and the
Euler angles obtained from the attitude decomposition are interpolated in time and space.

The triple interpolation method can obtain the parameters ai, (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), according to
the time, position, and velocity of the starting and ending points, so that ϕ(t) approximates
the real motion function f (t) and realizes the motion interpolation between two points [39–41],
as shown in Equation (3):

ϕ(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t2 + a3t3. (3)

Direct interpolation is performed for the Euler angle. In the interpolation of geodetic
coordinates (BLH), the velocity vector v is decomposed based on the cell phone movement
velocity v obtained from GPS, and the north-east-up (NEU) coordinate system is established
with the cell phone position as the origin at time t. The x-axis component vx is the direction
of linear velocity change of latitude L perpendicular to the Prime Vertical, the y-axis
component vy is the direction of linear velocity change of longitude B perpendicular to
the meridian circle, and the z-axis component vz is the direction of change of altitude
H perpendicular to the ellipsoidal plane. To interpolate the longitude and latitude, it is
also necessary to convert the linear velocities vx and vy into angular velocities wB and wL,
and the solution formula is as shown in Equation (4), where M denotes the radius of the
Meridian circle, N denotes the radius of the Prime Vertical, a denotes the long semi-axis
of the WGS-84 ellipsoid, e denotes the Angular Eccentricity of the WGS-84 ellipsoid, and
B denotes the longitude at that moment.

wB =
vy
N , wL = vx

M ,

M = a
(
1− e2)(1− e2 sin2 B

)− 3
2 ,

N = a
(
1− e2 sin 2B

)− 1
2 .

(4)
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2.2. Dynamic Projection of Smartphone Video

This section integrates the video data and the position and pose data corresponding to
the video frames, as well as the model displayed on the 3DGIS. The dynamic projection
is achieved through the construction and spatialization of depth camera view bodies,
projection of single video images, and dynamic depth camera update techniques. The key
of the technology is to dynamically construct the depth camera based on the position and
pose data corresponding to the video frames and obtain the depth value of each image
frame, as well as invert the depth values with the slice elements captured by the 3DGIS
window camera to the depth camera space to perform depth judgments and project the
video frame textures on the 3DGIS model based on the texture mapping method.

2.2.1. Construction and Spatialization of Depth Camera Viewing Frustum

The principle of video projection ground is to project a two-dimensional image focused
on the camera into a three-dimensional scene [42,43]. The cell phone camera will only
record texture information of the closest object to the camera, which means that only
slice element textures with smaller depth values can be recorded on the video image [44].
However, the video image lacks depth information and cannot be accurately spatialized.
Therefore, to simulate the shooting position and pose of the camera in the 3D scene, a depth
camera view cone is constructed, as shown in Figure 3. A point light source is placed at
the viewpoint position of the depth camera, and by drawing on the principle of shadow
mapping, a shadow is cast inside the view cone and the depth image and transformation
matrix of the view cone at the point light source are obtained.
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The camera model coordinate system is established with the viewpoint as the origin,
the direction from the center of the far plane to the viewpoint, i.e., the opposite direction of
the line of sight, as the positive z-axis, the orientation of the camera tip as the positive y-axis,
the direction perpendicular to the y-o-z plane and located in the right-hand direction at the
time of shooting as the positive x-axis. The parameters required to establish the viewing
frustum model coordinate system are shown in Table 1. To realize the spatialization of
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video images is to transform the camera model coordinate system of the camera viewing
frustum into the world coordinate system, which requires the achievement of the model
matrix (R = RrotationRtranslation).

Table 1. The parameters of establishing the viewing frustum model coordinate system.

Parameters Meaning

FOV The opening angle of the camera’s field of view.
near Vertical distance from origin to near plane.
far Vertical distance from origin to far plane.

aspect Aspect ratio of video.
BLH Latitude, longitude, and elevation in geodetic coordinate system.

Eulerian angles Yaw, pitch and roll angle during mobile phone shooting.

2.2.2. Projection of A Single Video Image

The 2D image seen on the browser window is captured by the window camera in
3DGIS according to its position, pose, and a series of operations such as view transformation,
projection transformation and viewport transformation are performed on the window
camera view cone. The transformation process is shown in Figure 4.
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To make the video texture visible on the browser window, it is necessary to obtain
the depth value of the video image. The depth value is used to perform a depth check
on the fragment shader after transforming the window camera viewing frustum from the
world coordinate to the window coordinate system. For each fragment of the window, it is
determined whether it has a video texture or not. If there is a video texture, then the texture
value is modified in the fragment shader to replace the corresponding fragment texture.
The flowchart is shown in Figure 5 and the Steps are implemented as follows.
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1. Obtain the transformation matrix of the depth camera’s viewing frustum. Compute
the transformation clip matrix based on the coordinates and orientation of the depth
camera in the window camera coordinate system that transforms the fragment from
the window camera clip coordinate system to the depth camera clip coordinate system.

2. Pass the depth map and related parameters into the fragment shader. The depth
map is passed into the fragment shader as a consistent variable of type sampler2D
for 2D textures, and the transform clip matrix, video image texture, and viewpoint
window camera coordinates are passed into the shader for depth testing. As long as
the phone’s position and pose do not change, the texture coordinates of each fragment
corresponding to the video image also remain relatively unchanged and the depth
map does not need to be updated. In contrast, to achieve dynamic video projection of
the phone, the position and pose of the depth camera have to be constantly refreshed.

3. Perform inter-camera spatial transformation. Since the depth detection of the frag-
ments within the depth camera’s viewing frustum is performed in the fragment
shader, the fragments in the window coordinate system of the window camera need
to be inverted and transformed to the camera coordinate system of the window cam-
era. Then, multiply the transform clip matrix of the depth camera to transform the
fragments to the clip coordinate system of the depth camera. After the perspective
division and viewport transformation of the fragment coordinates, the fragment is
transformed to the window coordinate system of the depth camera, and the z-value
of the fragment coordinates is its depth value depth at this time.

4. Conduct the depth camera Scissor Test, which determines whether a fragment is
within the depth camera’s viewing frustum. In the depth camera’s normalized device
coordinate system, the various components of the fragment’s coordinates located
within the view cone are between −1 and 1. Coordinates beyond this interval are not
within the depth camera’s frustum. For the fragments that are not in the frustum, the
original texture is retained and moves to the rendering pipeline of the next fragment.
For the fragments that are in the frustum, proceed to Step 5 for depth testing.

5. Perform the depth test. In the actual window coordinate system of the depth camera,
the UV coordinate of the fragment can be taken out of the depth value vdepth of the
video texture of the depth map. The depth value of the depth map is the depth of the
closest fragment to the depth camera, i.e., the smallest value. If the depth value of the
fragment minus the depth deviation ∆d is less than or equal to the depth value vdepth
of the video texture, then the fragment is considered to be covered by the video texture
and the texture coordinates correspond to the UV coordinates of the fragment.

To improve the accuracy of rendering, the video image depths of the eight surrounding
fragments of the fragment in the depth camera window coordinate system are compared
with the slice element depths one by one and recorded, and only the slice elements that
meet the following nine cases are assigned texture values of the video. Figure 6a,c,g,i are
the cases where the slice element is located at the corner of the video image; Figure 6b,d,f,h
are the cases where the slice element is located at the edge of the video image; and e is the
case where the slice element is in the middle of the video image.

2.2.3. Dynamic Video Image Fusion

When shooting video dynamically with a smartphone, the position and pose of the
phone are changing all the time. Each frame has its own position and pose, and the times-
tamp of each video frame can be calculated by obtaining the frame rate of the cell phone
video and the timestamp of the start of the video shooting, as shown in Equation (5), where
∆t is the average time interval between two frames in milliseconds (MS) and timeStampi
is the timestamp of the ith frame of the video image. According to the timestamp of each
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frame, the corresponding position and pose can be looked up in the table of position and
pose after cubic polynomial interpolation.

timeStampi = startTime + i× ∆t, ∆t =
1000
vFPS

. (5)
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For dynamic projection of the video ground, the 3D model is first loaded on Cesium.
Then, the video image is imported and parsed, and the image texture is stored frame by
frame in the Texture class to pass into the shader and wait for texture mapping. Finally, the
timestamp, solved pose data and sensor data such as GPS are read into the browser as a
table for spatio-temporal interpolation. After the interpolation is completed, the viewing
frustum drop shadow is constructed based on the position and pose and related internal
and external parameters. The depth image and transform clipping matrix within the
viewing frustum are obtained and passed to the shader for texture mapping of a single
image. After one mapping is completed, the position and pose parameters of the next frame
are passed in. The depth image and transform clipping matrix of the viewing frustum
are updated and the texture mapping is performed for the next frame to achieve dynamic
projection fusion of the moving video, as shown in Figure 7.
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In practical development, the timestamp of each image frame can be calculated and
queried. This will increase the caching and rendering burden of the browser and cause
the problem of lagging delay. To improve the rendering efficiency, instead of calculating
the timestamp of each video image frame, we combine the timer function to perform
cumulative sampling of the start timestamp. Every ∆t time, the video is played from the
previous frame to the next frame, at which time the accumulation of the start timestamp is
executed and the position and pose of the phone at that time are extracted and updated
into the depth camera until the video is played over. When the start timestamp is greater
than the end timestamp, the timer is turned off and the variable is destroyed.

3. Results

In order to verify the effect of the video dynamic projection algorithm in the front-end
display, a live 3D model of the stadium of the South Campus of Zhengzhou University is
used as a test site in this paper. The external hexahedron of the stadium is 90 m long, 81 m
wide and 20 m high. Smartphones can be used with any phone that supports accelerometer,
magnetometer, gyroscope, and GPS positioning. In this article, we used HUAWEIY92019
with a focal length of 3.6 mm, video format MP4 and frame rate of 27.9 fps. The computer
system used for the experiment is Windows 11, the CPU is Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-10700 at
2.90 GHz, the GPU is AMD Radeon (TM) 625, and the RAM is 8.00 GB. The browser selected
for the front-end fusion display is chrome. The experiment starts with the acquisition of
video, GPS and sensor data by a cell phone, which is then transferred offline to a computer
for subsequent fusion operations.
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3.1. Analysis of Experimental Results on the Influence of Magnetometer on Attitude
Solution Accuracy

While using the cell phone to shoot video, the GPS information of the cell phone
and the data of gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer are collected, the collection
frequency is 20–25 times/second, and the collection method is recording each time any
sensor callback for a reference. The acquisition scene is unobstructed over the gymnasium
of Zhengzhou University South Campus, with normal GPS signal and a small high-rise
building (9-story high) in the surrounding 50 m. An initial orientation is determined and
recorded before data acquisition to provide initial values for the subsequent update of the
quadrature to solve the Euler angle.

3.1.1. Experiment Results of Attitude Solution

The AHRS system has more magnetometer data compared to the IMU system, and
due to the gyroscope time drift, the error in integrating the rotation angle during the
motion becomes larger and larger over time [45]. Therefore, the magnetometer is needed to
improve the accuracy by calibrating the geographic azimuth angle of the moving target
motion in a timely manner. However, the presence of factors such as the magnetometer’s
own errors and complex magnetic fields will not only not improve the accuracy of the
solution, but also lead to a decrease in the accuracy of the measurement. Therefore, we use
two ways of two algorithms, gradient descent method and complementary filter method,
to perform attitude solution on the collected 955 sets of data, and compare and analyze the
effect of using different system magnetometers on the attitude solution accuracy in outdoor
sites. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Comparison of AHRS and IMU Attitude Solution Results of Gradient Descent (GD) and
Complementary Filtering (CF).
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Figure 8 represents the actual measurements with the predicted values of the gradient
descent method and the complementary filtering method with and without magnetometer
data. As can be seen from the figure, the pitch and roll angles remain essentially unchanged
when the video is recorded, and the floating yaw angle varies considerably. It is relatively
a little easier to obtain the accurate roll and pitch angles than to obtain the accurate yaw
angle. Meanwhile, the drift error of the gyroscope becomes larger and larger as time goes
by, and the four predicted values are more and more offset from the actual measured values.
Table 2 presents the deviation of the four predicted values from the actual measured values
and the root mean square (RMS) error.

Table 2. RMS of different attitude solution methods.

Euler Angle
Gradient Descent Complementary Filtering

AHRS IMU AHRS IMU

RMS (yaw) 1.9433◦ 2.7463◦ 2.8762◦ 1.5940◦

RMS (pitch) 1.5649◦ 1.3788◦ 2.6331◦ 10.2496◦

RMS (roll) 0.8943◦ 1.8922◦ 2.3976◦ 1.7918◦

3.1.2. Experimental Analysis of Attitude Solution

From the different perspectives of the algorithms, the complementary filtering method
is less stable for the gradient descent method in the pitch and roll angles relative to
the gradient descent method, which causes a larger offset. As for the solution of yaw
angle, the complementary filtering method has one best and one worst prediction result in
both systems, which indicates that the correction of the magnetometer plays the opposite
effect, and confirms that the complementary filtering method has a high sensitivity to the
measurement error of the magnetometer, and if the error of the magnetometer is larger it
will lead to worse accuracy of the solution. The gradient descent method combines the
attitude quaternion and gyroscope quaternion linearly, which reduces the influence of the
magnetometer error on the accuracy, so the two systems of the gradient descent method
have similar prediction values in the solution of yaw angle.

From the point of view of the influence of the magnetometer, the magnetometer
correction of the bias also brings errors. In the solution of the yaw angle, the magnetometer
correction improves the accuracy of the gradient descent method, which has a counter effect
on the complementary filtering method. In the solution of the roll angle, the magnetometer
error causes the gradient descent method to improve the RMS by 0.2, which has the opposite
effect, but the accuracy of the complementary filter method has a significant improvement.
In the solution of the pitch angle, it is consistent with the yaw angle, which improves the
accuracy of the gradient descent method and reduces the accuracy of the complementary
filter method.

From the overall accuracy, the AHRS gradient descent method under magnetometer
correction is optimal by counting the root mean square total error of Euler angles. While
the IMU system lacks the processing operation process of magnetometer data, it is also a
question whether the time benefit relative to AHRS will make up for the lack of accuracy.
Three groups of different data volumes were solved and the solving time was recorded, as
shown in Table 3. The first group has a small amount of data totaling 6624 sets of data, and
the complementary filtering method can clearly show the time advantage of IMU, but only
about the 200 ms difference; for the gradient descent method, with only a 5 ms difference,
it can be said that there is no gap The time difference between the two solutions did not
increase exponentially with the data, and the maximum time difference did not exceed 0.7 s.
Therefore, the time cost advantage of IMU without the introduction of magnetometer was
not significant, and the data solved by the gradient descent method with magnetometer
correction was finally selected for motion interpolation and dynamic projection fusion.
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Table 3. Time consumption of processing data with different filters.

Number of Data Groups
Gradient Descent Complementary Filtering

AHRS IMU AHRS IMU

6624 1095.45 ms 1091.95 ms 1376.60 ms 1123.53 ms
66,240 8885.37 ms 8766.04 ms 8946.30 ms 8924.70 ms

662,400 87,297.87 ms 86,925.46 ms 87,856.31 ms 87,235.14 ms

3.2. Experimental Results and Analysis of Projection Fusion

The 3D model of the stadium in the south campus of Zhengzhou University is loaded
on CesiumJS Earth, and the location and parameters of the view body are passed into the
cell phone to shoot the video, construct the view cone and build the depth light source
camera according to the corresponding parameters at the view point location, obtain the
depth image within the viewing frustum, and pass it into the shader for post-processing
of the projection texture mapping. The single image projection texture mapping effect is
shown in Figure 9.
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The Euler angles and GPS coordinates obtained from the gradient descent method
attitude solution are imported into the browser, and Figure 10 shows the change in the
attitude and position of the phone in the first 14 s.

The dynamic projection algorithm is applied for the projection. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 11, which shows the dynamic projection fusion effect for
different viewpoints and at different moments. It can be clearly seen that the position of the
viewpoint and the pose of the viewing frustum are changing with time. It can also be seen
that there are some deviations in the accuracy of the projection affected by various errors.

In order to visually detect the homonymous feature points, Figure 12 turns down
the transparency of the projected video so that the texture of the video and the texture
of the model can be seen at the same time. By measuring the texture deviation of the
homonymous points, the error of the dynamic projection is larger compared to the static
projection. The error of the view cone midline is only affected by the error of the pitch and
yaw angles and is centered on the midline; the further away from the midline, the more the
fragment is affected by the roll angle error (see the red box on the left side of the projection
in Figure 12b,c). At the same time, the deviation of image fusion is also affected by the
projection depth, i.e., the farther the fragment is from the viewpoint and the deeper it is
projected, the relatively larger the Euler angular error it suffers (see the blue boxes on the
right side of plots a, b, and c and on the left side of the projection of plot d). By measuring
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the deviation of the same name point, the projection error of the apparent center line is
around ±1 m. In the video edge slice element, where the relative error is large, the error is
between 2 and 3 m. The error contains not only the Euler angle solution error, but also GPS
positioning error, timing correspondence error, and related model error.
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Figure 12. Experimental results of dynamic projection texture mapping at different moments under
low transparency. (a–d) show the results of the dynamic fusion at different moments of low trans-
parency. The red boxes show the error characteristics with respect to the distance from the line of
sight. The blue boxes indicate the error characteristics related to the depth of projection.

The fusion efficiency is indexed by the frame rate and playback latency displayed
on the 3DGIS. In this paper, the fusion latency and loading frame rate of dynamic fusion
for 60 s are counted, as shown in Figure 13, the average latency of one-minute fusion is
28.21 ms and the average rendering frame rate is 34.9 fps. When the frame rate is less than
15 fps, the subjective perception of the human eye drops sharply and the incoherence of the
picture is immediately apparent; when it is greater than 15 fps, the subjective perception of
the human eye does not differ much and is basically at a higher high level [46]. The fusion
method in this paper enables a frame rate of 30 fps or more, which is greater than the video
shooting frame rate of 27.9 fps, allowing the human eye to watch the video coherently
and comfortably.
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4. Discussion

The fusion experiments are mainly performed on the computer. The cell phone is used
to collect video data, attitude data and position data. These data are transferred offline
to the computer, and the attitude data are solved and input to Cesium along with the
position parameters and the collected video data for dynamic fusion of 3DGIS and video
textures. The experiment is mainly divided into two parts, one of them the influence of
magnetometer on attitude solution accuracy. The experiment uses quantitative analysis to
perform a horizontal comparison for four methods with different systems. The experiment
uses quantitative analysis to compare the four methods with different systems in terms of
the accuracy and efficiency of the solutions. It is determined that the solution efficiency of
different methods is almost the same. Thus, by using accuracy as the selection criterion,
the gradient descent method of AHRS is more suitable for the attitude solution of cell
phones. The experimental procedure is relatively scientific and reasonable. Another one
is a dynamic projection fusion experiment. This experiment is conducted on the browser,
loading the 3D model, passing in and recording the parameters in the browser variables,
parsing the video frames, and projecting the video images frame by frame onto the model
according to the corresponding positions and poses, providing the video texture for the
model. The experiment verifies the feasibility of the method by taking the frame rate and
playback delay of the video displayed on the 3DGIS as indicators to meet the requirements
for comfortable viewing of the video by human eyes.

This paper proposed a dynamic fusion algorithm for mobile video with multi-system
integration. Compared with previous studies, the following are the contributions of the
present work:

(1) A complete set of theoretical methods for dynamic fusion of mobile video and 3D GIS
is proposed.

(2) Comparison of the cell phone to an aircraft, introducing the Air Attitude Resolution
System (AHRS) to solve the cell phone attitude and comparing the accuracy and
efficiency of the solution is performed.

(3) Proposal of texture mapping method for dynamically building depth cameras which
meets the requirements of comfortable viewing by human eyes while dynamically
fusing, and expands the video sources fused with 3DGIS.

Notably, the lens distortion is not discussed in this paper. It is because the sensor error
and attitude resolution error have a greater impact on the accuracy of the fusion effect,
and the timing correspondence error and lens aberration have a smaller negative impact.
The impact of timing correspondence error and lens distortion on the fusion effect is not
considered until a reasonable optimization of the larger errors is performed. Therefore, the
follow-up work of this study in terms of accuracy should focus on the optimization of cell
phone sensor error and attitude resolution error. In terms of application, the focus should
be on accessing the real-time video captured by cell phones and 3DGIS for fusion.

Although the video lacks real-time and the experiment does not achieve high-precision
dynamic fusion, the research still has a broad application prospect. In the law enforcement
supervision of land resources, videos can be recorded with mobile devices and batch
transferred into 3DGIS for land identification, management of illegal houses, monitoring of
green area, etc. In the law enforcement of urban security and police, the dynamic fusion
management of PTZ cameras for security management can be performed to recognition of
dynamic targets in law enforcement recorders, capture objects in video frames, locate them
in 3DGIS and perform retrospective restoration of target trajectories. In the application to
ubiquitous data, the use of short video software such as TikTok can be used for tracking
and evaluation of captured emergencies, vehicle camera video for monitoring the health of
roads and city parts, etc.
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5. Conclusions

In order to realize the dynamic fusion of mobile video and 3DGIS, this paper integrates
various algorithms and proposes a projection texture mapping method to build a dynamic
depth camera to dynamically fuse video data, GPS position data and pose data with
3DGIS. The feasibility of the method is experimentally verified, and the accuracy and
efficiency of dynamic fusion are quantitatively analyzed. The method solves the problem
of dynamic projection of mobile captured video and improves the wide range of video
sources fused with 3DGIS. The method is implemented based on front-end browser and has
cross-platform and portability. It can be widely used in the direction of government land
titling and real-time supervision of mobile video sources, 3D scene restoration of public
security law enforcement record videos, tracking and restoration of emergencies captured
by short video software such as TikTok, real-time mapping inspection and search and
rescue of UAV flight videos, and AR navigation. However, the method does not optimize
the sensor error, attitude resolution error, lens distortion and timing correspondence error,
and there is still some room for improvement in terms of accuracy.
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